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INSIDE
Students celebrate
different holidays
The Miller
Center is
showcasing a
variety of different celebrations.

Legal limit faces drop
Nick Hanson &
Adam Hammer
NEWS EDITOR & STAFF WRITER
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Miller is running up
the scores again
Junior co-captain Nate Miller is
averaging nearly 25 points a
game for the Huskies.

The significant impact of having a few drinks may soon change
— at least having a few drinks and
driving.
The likelihood for Minnesota to
drop the legal blood alcohol content (BAC) for driving from .10 to
.08 is more pressing than ever, said
state representative Joe Opatz.
“It is hard to say what the outcome may be,” he said. “It is more
likely to pass than ever before.
Pawlenty has taken a strong position in favor of it.”
However, the debate over .08
BAC is no new thing in Minnesota.
The issue was news in 1997 when
it failed to win congressional
approval and in 1998 during
President Clinton’s push for a
national legal limit of .08.
A bill in 2001, aimed at lower-

ing the legal limit to .08, passed
the state House Crime Prevention
Committee on a 15-3 vote, but
faced opposition in the Senate. The
debate was raised after federal
lawmakers threatened to withhold
federal highway money in 2004 for
states not adopting the .08 standard.
“The federal government has
mandated that we have to drop (the
BAC) or lose some federal highway money,” Opatz said.
Compared to grand totals spent
on highway funds, the loss would
not be too devastating, Opatz said.
“It’s a relatively small number,
but every little bit counts,” he said.
In 1999, lowering the legal
BAC around the nation was met
with talks of $55 million dollars in
federal grant money to states
whose lawmakers would pass the
bill.
At the time, 16 states already
had .08 standards. If Minnesota

had passed the lower limit then, it
would have claimed about $3.2
million of federal grant money.
Now, 2004 is right around the
corner and 45 states and the
District of Columbia have adopted
the lower limit. Minnesota is one
of the five remaining states that
hasn’t.
Defense Attorney Todd Chantry
of Vermeulen Law Office in St.
Cloud said it’s just a matter of time
for Minnesota.
Chantry is also among many
who doubt that lowering the BAC
two one-hundredths of a percent
will have a major effect.
“Is that guy going to have one
less drink at a Wisconsin bar than
at a Minnesota bar? No way,”
Chantry said. “When you leave the
bar, nobody knows exactly what
level you’re at.”
Third-year student Jacalyn
Voigt agrees that the BAC change
will not affect how people socially
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Gershwin piano on
display in St. Cloud
Rhapsody
Art-Case
piano comes
to Minnesota
for the first
time.
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Ron Dickhaus plays a game of darts at Superstars bar downtown.The legal driving BAC is facing a possible drop from .10 to .08.Minnesota is one of five states that have yet to adopt the lower alcohol level.

drink.
“It will be the same people that
violated it before,” she said.
“People that socially drink are
aware of the consequences.”
A lowered BAC will be positive
in most regards, she said.
“If it is going to keep the roads
safer, then I am totally for it,” she
said. “When I go out with friends,
I have a designated driver.”
Minnesota lawmakers are currently receiving a myriad of recommendations and pressure from
the national government and organizations such as M.A.D.D.,
which, according to Chantry, is
nothing to laugh about, but one has
to look at the facts.
The
National
Highway
Transportation
Safety
Administration (NHTSA) released
information in 2002 about incidences of impaired driving in
Minnesota, stating that BACs of
.10 and above were involved in an
estimated 30,700 automobile accidents that killed 207 and injured
9,600 in 2000. BACs between .08
and .09 were involved in an estimated 500 crashes that killed 14
and injured 400.
In contrast, BACs below .08
accounted for 1,000 crashes that
killed 34 and injured 900.
“I don’t dispute that it (.08)
does impair your driving abilities,”
Chantry said.
On average, the clients that
Chantry represents in DWI/DUI
cases are between .14 and .16
BACs. If anything, Chantry is confident that a drop in the legal limit
will create more business for
defense attorneys.
“To me, it’s going to punish the
social drinker,” Chantry said.
If the lower legal BAC follows
suit, there will also be a rise in
gross misdemeanor offenses and
more serious charges. Currently,
the BAC for gross misdemeanor
DUI offense is .20, double the
legal limit for misdemeanor DUI.
Lowering the legal limit for consistency would create a gross misdemeanor offense at .16 BAC.
Chantry also feels that lowering
■
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Crime Watch

E-mail
1. (11/30/03) Burglary (theft of stereo
equipment), Sherburne Hall
2. (12/01/03) Found animal (dog),
Sherburne Hall
3. (12/02/03) Found animal (cat),
Benton Hall
4. Theft (backpack), Centennial Hall
5. Hit and run (two vehicles), Miller
Pay Lot
5

4

1
2

3

6

Campus & State

Nation & World

Family escapes carbon monoxide Bush signs bill to help protect forests
Dana Howard and her three young children were released from St.
Cloud Hospital after being treated for living in the presence of dangerous levels of carbon monoxide in their St. Cloud home.
Howard had been renting the house for several weeks and was able
to call the police after she and her children became disoriented and
sick from the odorless gas.
Firefighters arrived and found the carbon monoxide level to be very
high and beyond dangerous levels. Officials say the family may have
been only hours away from death.
The house was not equipped with carbon monoxide detectors and
police say this is an example of why households should have them
because the odorless and tasteless gas can go undetected by humans.

Pawlenty in support of death penalty
Since becoming governor, Tim Pawlenty had been quiet about his
view regarding capital punishment. But in light of the missing person’s case involving college student Dru Sjodin, Gov. Pawlenty has
voiced his support of the death penalty in certain cases.
Cases that deal with child and police murders and murders coupled
with sexual assaults would allow juries to consider capital punishment
as an option.
Minnesota is one of 12 states without the death penalty and federal
prosecutors in the state have not asked for capital punishment since
1988.

Don’t freak out!
Think you need to go to the doctor? Stop freaking out if you just
have a cold or the flu. Don’t waste your money to pay a doctor for a
diagnosis unless you have difficulty breathing or chest pains, persistent
fever, vomiting, painful swallowing, persistent coughing or continuous
congestion and headaches. Remember, there is no actual cure for the
flu or common cold.They’re annoying viruses that have to run their
course. Doctors can do nothing for you!

Because fires raged in Southern California this year, Democrats were
finally able to compromise on legislation regarding the protection and
treatment of forests. The Senate had been unable to pass the legislation for three years due to disagreements.
President Bush signed the Healthy Forest Restoration Act to help
prevent wildfires from getting out of control and to try to stop the
needless destruction of trees.
Bush feels the legislation is an important step toward maintaining
forests, property and even saving lives. Wildfires were responsible for
22 deaths this past year in California.
The signing of the bill happened Nov. 21 during the week in which
President Theodore Roosevelt established the National Forest system
in 1904. It is also the first major forest legislation to be passed in the
last 25 years.

Dangerous floods expected in France
Thousands of people have been evacuated from their homes in
France in the wake of recent torrential rains that are predicted to last
through the week. Industries were shut down, schools were closed, bus
systems cancelled and telephone lines were down earlier this week. At
one point, twice a month’s normal rainfall came within one day.
President Jacques Chirac stopped an official trip to check in with
coordinators of rescue operations. Ten thousand rescue workers and
over $14 million have been established to combat the dangerous
weather to come.
During his visit, Chirac commented on victims of flood damage,
including four people who had lost their lives because of the storms
and floods. He said all victims can count on the solidarity of the country to overcome whatever happens in the future.
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Students prepare for holidays

TODAY

Regina Eckes
ASST. NEWS EDITOR

■ Real World Paris Cast
Tickets are sold out for the Real
World Paris Cast in Ritsche
Auditorium at 7:30 p.m.
Students can still view the
simulcast in the Atwood
Memorial Center Ballroom.
Students and faculty cost is $2.
Cost for the public is $5.
■ “American Wedding”
Free showing of the third
installment of the “American
Pie” trilogy. 8 p.m. in the
Atwood Memorial Center
Theater. Showing through
Sunday.

FRIDAY
■ String Studio Recital
Free event at 4:30 p.m. in the
Ruth Grant Recital Hall in the
Performing Arts Center.
■ Flute Studio Recital
Free event at 8 p.m. in the Ruth
Grant Recital Hall in the
Performing Arts Center.
■ Nutcracker Ballet
The Stroia Ballet Company will
present the Nutcracker Ballet at
the Benedicta Arts Center at the
College of St. Benedict. Friday
at 7 p.m. Saturday at 1 p.m.
Adults $15, seniors $13.
■ Reminder: Evanescence
concert postponed until further notice.

SATURDAY
■ Holly Day Concert
Get into the holiday spirit by
listening to the sounds of the
University Orchestra, Women’s
Choir, Cantabile Girls’ Choir,
Trombone Choir, Percussion
Ensemble and Jazz Combo.
3 p.m. in Ritsche Auditorium.
Cost is $5 for students and
seniors, $7 for adults.
■ Ebony Night
Event dedicated to educating
the community about African
Americans. 6-9:30 p.m. in the
Atwood Memorial Center
Ballroom. Cost is $7 for students, $10 for adults.

With such a diverse campus, many
students celebrate the holidays in different ways. The Miller Center has set
up an educational display to inform
students about cultural celebrations
that occur during the winter months.
“It’s nice to have something like
this up that represents different cultures,” said sophomore Katie Lowe.
“It’s gives information and is something to stop by and look at when you
go into the library.”
Several holidays occurred in
October and November, such as the
Buddhist Festival of the Floating Leaf
Cups called Loy Krathong and
Diwali, a day in which Hindus outline
their homes with oil lamps to welcome the goddess of wealth and prosperity. Ramadan, the Islamic fasting
tradition that commemorates the
month when Mohammed received the
Qur’an from Allah, began in late
October and into the middle of
November. Students who walk by the
display may not have known so many
other holidays existed.
“People mostly just think of
Christmas, with Santa and presents
and all, but there is so much more
going on besides that,” Lowe said.
The Advent/Christmas season is
the most popular in American culture,
a celebration to honor the birth of
Jesus Christ in the Christian community. The weeks leading up to
Christmas Day are intended to be
days of preparation and anticipation
for the coming of Christ.
Many celebrations on display
stem from a particular religion or
from theological values. However,
Interim Director of Jewish Studies,
Professor Joseph Edelheit, pointed
out that Hanukkah is not part of
Jewish theology, as some parts of
American culture would have people
believe.
“It is a minor, completely non-biblical, military commemoration festival,” Edelheit said.
During the year of 168 B.C.E., the
Greeks began to demand the Judeans
to take up Greek culture and bow
down to Greek gods. While being persecuted, one family started a rebellion
that lasted three years. The Greeks
were eventually defeated and went
back to their temple to rededicate it
after years of war. Edelheit said
Hanukkah actually means “to dedi■

Continued from PAGE 1.

Legal limit
Chantry also feels that lowering
the legal limit in Minnesota will have
little to no effect on repeat DUI
offenders.
“It will deter the first-time offender, maybe,” Chantry said.
More offenders would likewise

RYAN HENRY/ASST. VISUALS EDITOR

The Miller Center is showcasing “Celebrations of Light” to commemorate different holidays throughout the winter months.The display is set to run throughout December.
cate” or “rededicate” in Hebrew.
History turns into legend as the
Judeans wanted to light the seven
branch candelabra, but did not have
hardly any consecrated oil. But the
belief is that the candles remained lit
for eight days.
“From that we get this festival of
lighting eight nights so there is a special Menorah created for Hanukkah,”
Edelheit said.
Edelheit is quick to stop the comparison between Hanukkah and other
religious holidays, such as Christmas.
Hanukkah is not part of Jewish theology or even in the Jewish bible. Then
how did Hanukkah become so popular and considered the Jewish version
of Christmas?
Edelheit said it started after World
War II when Jews were moving into
mainstream culture, suburbs and into
the same socioeconomic classes as
the majority of Americans. Jewish
communities felt that they needed a
holiday to celebrate in December, as
many Christians did with Christmas.
“They figured ‘Hey, we’re different. We don’t have what everyone
else has,’” Edelheit said. “So they

used Hanukkah as an adaptive, assimilatory holiday.”
Edelheit also pointed out that cultures celebrate holidays during the
winter months because of the winter
solstice that occurs. With Christianity,
it is not theologically important to
know when exactly Christ was born,
but cultures still need to celebrate during the winter.
“You will find that all faith communities need a winter solstice festival because we all have solar, seasonal agricultural festivals,” Edelheit
said. “We need to have a religious
answer to the secular problem of the
winter solstice.”
Though Hanukkah is a minor part
of Jewish culture for him, Edelheit
says he will still light a Menorah,
gather with family and friends, play a
game called dridel, eat potato latkes
and exchange small gifts. For
Edelheit, Hanukkah means a time to
remember what it is like to be different and he is supportive of others
learning about Hanukkah.
“Whatever anybody different does
is important to understand,” Edelheit
said. “Do I want people to appreciate

that Jews do not celebrate Christmas
but have Hanukkah? Yes.”
Several other celebrations are
mentioned in the library’s display.
Yule is a Wiccan festival that occurs
on the shortest day of the year, Dec.
21, to celebrate the return of the sun.
Kwanzaa is an African American
interfaith holiday based on African
harvest celebrations and is celebrated
for seven days after Christmas.
Information is available on the later
holidays of the Chinese New Year and
Charhar Shanbeh Suri, a Persian celebration.
With all of the different holidays,
sophomore Dan Curtis got more than
he bargained for when he stopped to
look at the display.
“There are a lot of holidays I
haven’t even heard of,” Curtis said. “I
thought it was just going to be about
Christmas or something, but it’s cool,
there’s more to read about. You
almost have to stop and see what this
is all about when you go in and out of
the library.”
The Miller Center display will be
open through the rest of December.

create more court costs and possibly
more tax dollars for DUI offenders
serving time in jail.
The town of Belgrade has already
seen monetary issues with prosecuting
drunken drivers.
In November, City Attorney
William Spooner was directed by the
mayor and the police chief to dismiss
two gross misdemeanor charges
against Brad Lieser, according to
Associated Press reports.

Lieser had a previous conviction
for DUI, but the police department’s
budget was reported to be insufficient
to further prosecution.
Minnesota has already created
more hurdles for DWI/DUI offenders
this year.
On July 1, the fee to reinstate driving privileges in Minnesota
increased from $395 to $680, for drivers whose privileges have been
revoked for alcohol-related offenses,

including DWI, refusal to submit to an
alcohol content test and criminal
vehicular operation.
In light of every aspect of the
issue, second-year SCSU student Beth
Hanegraaf is torn on a lowered BAC.
“It’s kind of a lose-lose situation,”
she said. “Either way somebody is not
going to like it.”
Instead, she believes in an alternative method of transportation: “Call a
taxi.”
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SCSU struggles with retention
Debbie Peterson
STAFF WRITER

As the end of the semester
approaches, some students find the
need to leave SCSU. Rachael
Booze, a freshmen currently living
in Holes Hall, will be one student
packing up her possessions and
leaving after finals.
“I didn’t want to leave,” Booze
said. “The nursing program is just
not big enough. There are a lot of
people applying and the program is
just too difficult to get into.”
Booze is transferring to NDSU
this spring.
“Other schools will accept students into majors more readily if
they have taken credits from their
own school instead of transferring
credits,” Booze said.
SCSU’s student retention rate is
lower than the national average by
about 1.5 percent. The most common reasons student leave the
school according to phone call surveys are personal reasons, planned
transfer, financial reasons, course
availability and dissatisfaction with
SCSU services.
The number one reason for a
student to leave is their own private
and personal reasons which can
include a wide selection of circumstances. Jen Sell-Matzke, the assistant director of residential life, provided some insight as to why stu-

dents may be leaving SCSU, particularly first-year students in the
dorms.
“Some students decide to study
abroad,” Sell-Matzke said. “They
may be placed on academic probation. First-year students may not be
ready for college yet, they may be
facing pressure from their parents,
they need to be here for their own
reasons, not others’.”
Dr. Chuck Smith, the director of
the SCSU counseling and psychological services feels that the main
reason why any student leaves college is because of the extra stress
and pressure placed on a student in
the college atmosphere.
“College is harder than some
students initially expect, and it isn’t
necessarily fun all of the time,”
Smith said. “I have never seen such
a jittery generation before, and
many more people now come into
college situations on medications
and have suffered major issues
already in their life. The stress that
college places on a student can
compound all of these issues.”
Holes Hall Director Sue Bauer
believes the state in which students
enter college effects whether they
stay to complete their education or
leave.
“We’re really seeing students
come to college with a lot more personal issues,” Bauer said. “I don’t
think students are as prepared for
college as they used to be.”

Bauer has worked with college
students in a dorm setting for 12
years and has noticed a gradual
change through the years with the
college students that she interacted
with.
“I think that because of all of the
personal issues that students are
struggling with, such as who they
are and what they want out of life
— and that’s definitely okay — (it)
can lead to them leaving,” Bauer
said.
Financial reasons, the third most
common reason students leave
SCSU, also can be a source of stress
for a student.
“Economics play a big part,”
Smith said. “The burden of paying
for tuition has changed from the
taxpayer to the student. You either
have to borrow the money or work
your butt off, and working 20-30
hours a week is hard and demanding.”
Smith also noticed that the ability to pay for schooling with financial aid has become more difficult
for many families.
“It’s ironic, most middle class
families have too much income to
receive financial aid, and then not
enough money to pay for tuition,”
Smith said.
The tendency for students to
leave because of money issues has a
noticeable effect on student retention. Bauer has noticed that students seem to leave now more than

they used to and budget cuts play a
part in it.
“I think higher education in general is seeing people leave maybe
more than they used to,” Bauer
said. “And I really think that the
lack of money has something to do
with that. Programs and financial
aid are being cut.”
Other general reasons for students to leave college include a
general lack of vision and lack of
maturity in new students, according
to Smith.
“If you have a vision of what
you’re going to be after four years,
it’s motivating,” Smith said. “Not a
lot of students have that. As for
maturity levels, those words aren’t
used much anymore. If you look
around campus, you see some kids
majoring in partying and minoring
in college.”
The longer it takes for students
to graduate, the more money they
will spend. The national average for
a student to graduate from college
is six years, and that is 50 percent
of college grads. SCSU’s average is
lower than that, about 41 percent of
students graduate in six years.
“There’s a correlation between
the cost of school and the level of
stress for a student,” said Mahmoud
Saffari, the associate vice president
for enrollment management. “And
it’s also taking a lot longer for students to graduate.”
Saffari places a lot of impor-

tance on enrollment management,
and will devote more attention to
SCSU students’ needs to encourage
them to stay at the school.
Saffari plans to work toward
eliminating the fifth reason students
leave SCSU, dissatisfaction with
SCSU services, and asks for the
help of all SCSU faculty and staff
to realize this goal.
“We just ask faculty and staff to
demonstrate a more caring attitude
towards students, and if they would,
the increase in retention would be
significant,” Saffari said.
There are many different reasons why students leave college,
and these reasons are interconnected.
“There are no simple answers as
to why students leave college, it’s
very complex,” Smith said. “There
isn’t just one thing that leads to it,
there are a bunch of things interacting.”
As Booze prepares to leave
SCSU at the end of this term, she
explains that she is not leaving
because of any negative issues she
has with SCSU.
“I have no complaints, I am not
leaving because of the school, I like
it here a lot,” Booze said. “The
nursing program is just not big
enough, and it is just too difficult to
get in.”

SES offers on and off campus employment
Drew Sandholm
STAFF WRITER

Like hundreds of other students
on the campus of SCSU, first-year
student Yuzo Asakura is hunting for a

job.
Asakura said her search has been
anything but easy.
“If I want to get a job in an administrative office or the bookstore, the
search has been hard,” Asakura said.

CHING FUNG/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Seth Mayer (left) Resident Hall Desk Associate of Case-Hill Hall,
helps Rafael Lourenco. Mayer has one of the many on campus jobs
that SES has to offer.

The city of St. Cloud has had
recent reports of major gains toward
an economic recovery inspiring
many. SCSU Student Employment
Services (SES) office provides job
placement. It has noticed a slight
increase in available employment
opportunities.
“Prior to the economy coming
around, a lot of students were coming
in, but obviously not as many
employers,” said Director of SES and
senior aviation major Jim Reed.
“Since then, the employers have
picked up a little bit.”
Providing information regarding
both on- and off-campus job opportunities, SES provides assistance to
those looking for work. They provide
a link between the on-campus work
and local community jobs. The job
opportunities showcased at SES are
many and varied.
Located in the Administrative
Services building, the office is sometimes unnoticed, Asakura said.
“I didn’t know about that before,”
she said.
It seems as though many look for

work here on the campus, but few utilize the benefits of the SES office.
Reed feels the convenience and assistance makes visiting worthwhile.
“We are your one-stop-shop,”
Reed said. “We are a medium for the
jobs on and off the campus. So a student could avoid driving around town
by just coming here.”
The office receives employment
information from as far as Waite Park
to as close as Stewart Hall. To acquire
the job information, SES finds itself
receiving information by pursuing
the employer, or vice versa. Either
way, the ultimate goal for SES is to
get employment information to students looking for it.
Lisa Bantley manages Hour-Glass
Dry Cleaners, a small business located in downtown St. Cloud. Even as
her store rests deep in the downtown
area, her business has yet to see evidence of the economic recovery.
She says she hasn’t had any openings, as of late, although she remains
positive about the future both for her
store and the welfare of those on the
hunt.

Bantley thinks college students
are the ideal employees. Of their 11
employees, more than half of them
are college students.
Student workers come to employers with a unique ordeal. With concentration on school and other extracurricular activities, many students
desire few hours. Bantley feels this to
be an appealing situation and it
shows. She loves hiring college students.
“Since students don’t want a lot of
hours because of school, it becomes a
win-win situation,” Bantley said.
“I don’t have the hours to give out
full-time positions, and they only
want small part-time hours.”

Student services
Student employment services is located in the
Administrative Services building
with hours from 8 a.m. to 4
p.m. Monday through Friday. For
more information, call 320-3083756.
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Boundary lines being examined
Cathy Kropp
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

Some government officials believe
that having St. Cloud divided into
three counties is a waste of money and
resources.
State Rep. Joe Opatz recently sent
out a memo addressing the issue in
which he stated that this problem has
been discussed each of the 12 years he
has been in the legislature.
“We are a rapidly growing community and there have been ongoing
discussions about this for a long time,”
Opatz said.
Opatz said that many of the services offered by each county could be
condensed, as many programs are
duplicated in each county and suffer
from weaknesses caused by the
boundary lines.
One example that Opatz cites in his
memo is that of the jurisdictional
boundaries that the police departments
have to comply with. Opatz explains
that if someone was arrested on the

southeast side of St. Cloud within
Benton County, they are not taken to
the Stearns County courthouse, which
is visible from that neighborhood, but
instead are taken to the Benton County
seat located in Foley.
Opatz states that if the arrest had
instead taken place just two blocks
south of the above example, the person would be taken to the Sherburne
County seat, which is a 30-minute
drive to Elk River.
Opatz has conducted surveys and
scientific samplings in the area and his
results show that the majority of those
who replied didn’t think the current
arrangement of the government
boundaries make sense and they are
willing to consider alternatives.
“The population in general is open
(to change),” Opatz said. “The difficulty is moving the political structure.”
St. Cloud Mayor John Ellenbecker
agrees that getting the counties to discuss changes has been difficult.
Ellenbecker said that the city has been

Students vote on
campus changes

KIM BUCHOLZ/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Students Michelle Malinowski and Marie Blommel take time to
vote on MSUSA withdrawal, a new parking ramp, free Eastman
passes and free MTC bus rides.

eager to look at opportunities that
would present themselves with the redrawing of the boundaries but the separate counties have been unwilling to
seriously consider the issue.
Ellenbecker believes that this reluctance can be explained by looking at
the issue from the counties’ perspective.
“If lines were re-drawn, the counties would have to deal with a reallocated tax base and the removal of the
power and authority of each individual
county.”
There are numerous inconsistencies at the county level, one example
involving the social services program.
Ellenbecker said that the social service program, as it is currently set up,
is very inconvenient for Somali residents. For those who live west of the
river, services are set up in Stearns
County. In Stearns, there is a regular
schedule with interpreters available.
Those who live across the river have
to travel to Foley to receive services
and there are no interpreters available

for them. Ellenbecker also notes how
some of these people live in Benton,
which is a short distance from the
Stearns office, but are required to travel to the Foley location instead
because of boundary restrictions.
Although neither Ellenbecker or
Opatz are making any concrete suggestions for change at this point, they
both agree that something needs to
change.
Ellenbecker believes that the problem needs to be thoroughly evaluated
for a solution to become apparent.
“I am advocating that a study or
academic exercise be done to identify
the benefits and problems (of the current system),” Ellenbecker said. “If we
did a study, we would be in a better
position to evaluate the situation.”
Opatz hopes to hear from the community on what they believe are viable
solutions.
Some of the ideas presented to him
include creating a new county that
would incorporate everyone in the
immediate St. Cloud area, or having

regional services such as mass transit
and schools be under regional governance.
Opatz said, while he is not proposing any specific solutions at this point,
he is planning on making suggestions
at the next legislative session, which is
scheduled to begin in February.
“If I don’t see action, then I’ll step
forward with ideas that I think make
sense,” Opatz said.
The budget crunch may play a
major role in any decisions that are
made.
“When dollars are scarce, we need
to look at opportunities presented to us
to save money,” Ellenbecker said.
Since the governor is currently
pushing the issue of the budget shortfall, Opatz believes that this may be
the opportunity to move this idea
along.
“Instead of complaining, we need
to organize ourselves to deliver the
same services at a less costly level.”

Security tactics questioned
Adam Johnson
STAFF WRITER

Parties. Wops. Keggers. These
can have serious repercussions for
the students who host them, as well
as the agencies that rent out the
apartments and houses in which
they take place. As a result, many
agencies have made a practice of
hiring security officers to monitor
and protect their tenants. However,
this has caused a problem for some
students who feel they may in fact
need protection from their protectors.
Wolf Protective Agency was
hired by JK Real Estate in 2002 to
make rounds at JK’s eight apartment buildings to insure a safe,
peaceful environment.
“We used to hire private people,
but they would fall through and the
owner ended up doing a lot of the
security himself,” said JK General
Manager Deb Lavalle. “Going
through a company was a more reliable way to maintain security.”
Wolf officer duties include preventing non-tenants from wandering the halls, as well as ensuring
that tenants do not make loud disruptions that could bother their
neighbors. Unfortunately, some
tenants feel that they do more than
that.
Seniors Nate Kub and Joe Reed
live on the third floor of the
Campus Center building, which
houses JK’s main office. Though
they’ve rarely had more than a few
guests to their apartment, Wolf

security officers have talked to
them four times since the start of
the school year, and they insist that
several of the incidents seemed to
be without cause.
“Once they knocked on the door
and told us to go to bed because it
was late,” Reed said. “No music
was even on. We were just sitting
on the couch and talking.”
Though Wolf officers declined
to comment on the issue, there
appears to be a discrepancy
between what JK has authorized
them to do, and what they are
telling students.
“We set it up so that if they can
hear the noise from 50 feet, they
can approach your apartment,”
Lavalle said.
“When we asked him, he told us
that he could write us up if he could
hear us 10 feet outside the door,”
Reed said. “The two noise violations we had, we didn’t even get a
warning.”
Lavalle explained that officers
are supposed to issue warnings
unless the infraction is extreme,
and only if the problem reoccurs
will they write up a violation.
However, few of these incidents
result in actual fines for tenants.
“They write us a report and
leave it for us to decide what
approach we’re going to take,”
Lavalle said.
Kub and Reed were pleased to
say that they successfully contested
one of their violations, but are still
bothered by the interruptions.
“One time an officer wrote us up

and left,” Kub said. “Then, about
20 minutes later we looked out the
peephole and he was just leaning
against the door waiting for us to
do something.”
Lavalle said that JK has been
pleased with the work Wolf has
done for them, but admitted there
have been conflicts between officers and students. However, she
emphasized that they were doing
everything in their power to prevent problems from occurring.
Kub and Reed said that they
recognized JK’s good intentions,
but simply want to be left in peace.
“We just feel that (the officers)
are overstepping their boundaries
to the point where it’s actually
becoming a nuisance,” Reed said.
“We feel like we’re being
harassed.”

“Once they knocked
on the door and told us
to go to bed because it
was late. No music was
even on. We were just
sitting on the couch and
talking.”
Joe Reed
SCSU SENIOR
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Campus Clipper South
Goes Straight to Campus - Faster Than the University Route
1
Miller
Learning
Resources
Center
7:37
8:37
9:07
9:37
10:07
10:37
11:37
12:07
12:37
1:37
2:07
2:37
3:07
3:37
4:07
4:37
5:00

CAMPUS CLIPPER SOUTH
Evening Service Options
Night Class Students: Use the University
Route until 9:30 p.m., Monday - Friday.
After 9:30 p.m. to 12:15 a.m., board the
Sundowner for service home along this
route.
NOTE: From 5:15 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. week
nights and Saturday services use the
University route.

Call 251-RIDE(7433) or visit our website:
www.stcloudmtc.com

2

3

LaCruz/
6th Av S

14th St S/
9th Av S

7:41
8:41
9:11
9:41
10:11
10:41
11:41
12:11
12:41
1:41
2:11
2:41
3:11
3:41
4:11
4:41
5:04

7:43
8:43
9:13
9:43
10:13
10:43
11:43
12:13
12:43
1:43
2:13
2:43
3:13
3:43
4:13
4:43
5:06

All routes are wheelchair accessible.

4
Miller
Learning
Resources
Center
7:50
8:50
9:20
9:50
10:20
10:50
11:50
12:20
12:50
1:50
2:20
2:50
3:20
3:50
4:20
4:50
5:13
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The First Annual College
Relay for Life at SCSU
Sponsored by the Medical
Professions Association and SCSU
Campus Recreation for the
American Cancer Society
Our goal is to raise $50,000 for the
American Cancer Society, and raise
awareness about cancer as well as
commemorate cancer survivors and
victims.

Friday, February 27, 2004
5pm to 5am
at the SCSU Field house
Teams of 8-15 people (organizations,
friends, coworkers, dorm floors) each
raise at least $110 per person from
donations and fundraising.
For questions about the event,
contact the American Cancer Society
in our area:

We’re open
until 2 a.m...
...and
we
deliver!

1-800-239-7028
Attn: Barb Yogerst
Sign-up in the SCSU Field house to
form a team!
Questions about forming a team?
email MPA at

www.mpa@stcloudstate.edu

8 N. 5th Avenue
St. Cloud, MN
235-9963

Go to classes, in a
great pair of glasses!

Eyeglass Packages
Price includes Fashion
Frame & Lenses!

Some restrictions apply. Ask for details.

1 in 250,000,000

1 in 5

99

$ 98
Offer Expires
12/31/03

Ocular Disposable Soft Contacts
Price based on after
Science
mail-in rebate.
Eye exam required.
Ultraflex
PER Offer expires 12/31/03

15

$ 43
BOX

Midwest Vision
Centers

"Bringing Life Into Focus"
Eye Exams by
Doctor of Optometry
Dr. Melissa Hinderschied

Being struck by lightning is rare. Having a disability is not. One in five Americans will acquire a disability
in his or her lifetime. Take Barbara Gordon. At age 29, she was diagnosed with macular degeneration
and was soon legally blind. But with the help of Easter Seals, she was able to rebuild her life and return
to work. Please support the work of Easter Seals.
Creating solutions, changing lives.

New Styles
!
Just Arrived

Division Place Fashion Center
2824 West Division
St. Cloud, MN

(320) 253-2020
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Big Brother is
watching home
In response to objectionable behavior on the part of tenants, some
apartment owners have taken to the idea of hiring private security
forces to “insure a safe, peaceful environment.”
The duties of these forces basically amount to keeping non-tenants
from wandering apartment halls and to keep loud parties to a minimum. This hiring of an outside force to police property is indicative of
a trend in this country for those who can afford to buy their own security. There are more “rent-a-cops” in this country now than actual law
enforcement officers.
What this represents is just another intrusion into students’ lives by
outside forces in the name of “security.” The whole idea to get an
apartment in the first place is to escape the eyes of authority. Now,
instead of having R.A.s, we have private security firms that may or
may not be armed.
The idea behind the hiring of these officers is basically sound. No
one wants to live in an apartment complex that has parties going on all
the time, but living under the lingering eye of the police does not have
very much appeal either. It’s up to the residents to police each other. If
someone is having a loud party, communication between residents
should be established to try to solve the problem without resorting to
the landlord, or worse, the police.
If there is a problem in the apartment complex, it’s the landlord’s
responsibility. If the situation is out of his or her control, then the
police should be called. This, as far as we know, has been the way that
apartments have functioned since the first apartments were opened.
While there are admittedly problematic situations that can develop
between the owners and those who rent, we do not believe that such a
drastic step as hiring a private security force is necessarily the best way
to handle things. To some, it seems overkill.
As long as people are not damaging the property, doing something
illegal or causing a major disturbance, there should be no reason for
them to be harassed by security forces. In an article in the Chronicle,
students reported being harassed by security when they weren’t even
doing anything. Students report being told to go to bed because it was
late when they weren’t causing a disturbance. Can’t we all be adults
here? There is also a story about an officer that lingered outside a door,
waiting for someone to make a mistake after they were written up. To
have someone lingering outside your door, waiting for you to make a
mistake reeks of Big Brother.
We realize that there are problems in apartments. Everyone has horror stories — both landlords and renters alike. But to call in an outside
party to regulate duties that should be left to the police is absurd.
Security is necessary in order to preserve order, but we are all human,
and that right to enforce can be abused just like any other. In a perfect
world, we wouldn’t need people to watch others and keep them in line.
But this, as we all know, is not a perfect world. Keep security forces
out of apartments. Freedom begins at home.
The opinions expressed on the Commentary page are not necessarily those
of the college, university system or student body.

Fate has a funny way about it
When I arrived at SCSU in the fall
of 2001, I was as confused as anybody
when I thought about where my collegiate life was supposed to lead me.
I juggled art and business as potential majors, but I couldn’t really see
myself in either field due to either a
lack of interest (business) or job markets (art). The only thing I really knew
about myself was that I loved sports,
but I was pretty mediocre-to-bad at
them which limited me to being a fan
for the majority of my life. “If only I
could be a professional fan,” I thought.
The problem that struck me when I
came to SCSU was that I was in a socalled HOCKEY TOWN. I would’ve
rather watched a bad episode of
American Gladiators than a game of
hockey. It was a game that I could
never grasp, let alone ever want to.
My fate took a strange turn when I
showed up to my Criminal Justice
class during my first semester. In a
huge auditorium of students, I ended
up sitting next to a kid that donned the
same SCSU Hockey sweat pants,
always had a five ‘o clock shadow and
appeared to be fighting a hangover
with the same cup of coffee that he’d
walk in about five minutes late for
class every day. “Must be a hockey
player,” I thought.
I ended up being right ... for the
most part. My stereotypes were a little
off. Instead of being the egotistical
Div. I jock that I had assumed, the
stranger ended up being a pretty cool
guy.
Out of all the normal every day

BOBBY
HART
STAFF
ESSAY
conversations, I finally asked him one
day, “So … do you play hockey here?”
“Yeah,” he responded.
Then came the stupid question.
“Are you any good?”
He responded modestly and said
something along the lines of “Not really … I just like to play. You should
come watch sometime.”
“That’d be the day,” I thought, but
I told him I would.
Although I didn’t think there was a
chance of it, I finally forced myself to
go to a Husky Hockey game. It would
end up being the first of many, but I
still remember it. I had never been in
an atmosphere that was so electrifying.
I still didn’t know a whole lot about
the game and the only player I knew
was my classmate, who ended up
being a little better than he led on. The
stranger from Criminal Justice class
ended up being 2001-02 Hobey Baker
candidate Mark Hartigan, who finished with a team record 37 goals and
75 points.
Husky hockey captured me, so
much so that I ended up taking their
beat for the University Chronicle
when the job opened last season. I

learned more than I could’ve imagined
last season, but with my college days
winding down, my hardest classes
weighing me down, plus my newly
instated responsibilities of sports editor, I was almost positive that one year
would be my last.
But for some strange reason I
couldn’t let it go. There was something
that resembled closure that kept eating
away at me when I’d think about it at
night. After a disappointing injury
prone 2002-03 season where the
Huskies finished sixth, the untimely
death of former coach and hockey legend Herb Brooks and a preseason pick
to finish eighth out of ten teams in the
WCHA this season, things weren’t
heading in the right direction.
Yet, I find myself covering the
Huskies for the second straight year
and with only two semesters left of
college, everything is finally clear to
me. Every time the lights go out at the
National Hockey Center for player
intros, I know I’m somehow meant to
be there.
The Huskies have surprised nearly
everyone in the nation with their top
spot in the WCHA and No. 7 ranking
in the nation, except for me. For some
reason this was supposed to happen.
For those of you who still have no
clue where college is supposed to take
you, don’t sweat it. Things have a way
of working out if you keep an open
mind.
All I needed was a little push from
a fellow classmate in Criminal Justice.

KRISTEN J.
KUBISIAK
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Free speech
requires
responsibility
Disclaimer: The Chronicle does
not share the views of this columnist
and shall not be held responsible for
the emotions that may erupt in
response to this column.
Maybe a disclaimer is exactly
what the Chronicle needs.
For several weeks, the University
Chronicle staff has received quite a
bit of flack (both deserved and undeserved) regarding columns and articles generated by its staff. I am afraid
this column may also deter readers, as
it does something no other article thus
far has attempted to do: compliment
the Chronicle staff.
I have been with the Chronicle
since I was a sophomore. As a writer
and reader, I generated and witnessed
what later turned out to be debatable
headlines, amateur or uninformed
writing, poor staff decisions and
errors of fact and grammar that often
sparked controversy. These are unfortunate side-affects of all newspapers.
But over the years the different
editors and section editors I have
worked with have proved to be the
most dependable, dedicated people I
have met in college. The 2001-02
Chronicle staff hustled to put together a special 9-11 edition, the 2003-04
staff hauled computers and equipment to Atwood earlier this year during a partial campus blackout to complete production.
I never met anyone on the staff
with a blatant disregard for the standards and ethics of journalism. I
never met anyone malicious or purposefully biased.
Letters to the editor and constructive feedback help the staff grow. But
misdirected anger, and name-calling
— although proven the least effective
forms of reasoning — remain the
most frequent means of communication.
I implore readers, whether students, professors, alumni or community members, to help the staff to
grow, but not into bitter and defensive
journalists. I implore writers and editors to continue the pursuit of those
ideals we learned in class, to strive for
accuracy, and remember our First
Amendment right isn’t just a privilege — it’s a responsibility.

OPINIONS
Justin’s parents
respond to column
We pondered for only a moment
as to whether or not we wanted to
respond to an article written by any
individual who is so filled with
venom against vulnerable people
with a disability called mental illness.
Our belief is that the worst thing
people can do is to see injustice and
do nothing about it. We could not
live with ourselves if we did not
speak out to advocate for changes,
especially after discovering that we
are a text-book example of what
happens to people with a mental illness.
In her article, Sandra Johnson
defends her belief that police have a
right to protection by generalizing
that all people who have a mental
illness are dangerous and should be
locked up. Her remarks may find
favor with people who are filled
with hate, stigma, discrimination
and ignorance towards the mentally
ill, but most of the population finds
her remarks deeply troubling.
It is of no fault of their own that
people get mental illness. The life
they once had is forever changed.
People with mental illness often
have few to no friends. The isolation and the loneliness they experience is real. The friends and relatives they once shared move on
with their lives while they are often
left to live in poverty, homelessness, victims of ridicule, laughter,
shame, crime and shattered dreams.
Sandra, you may some day
watch your child cry out for help
and find there is no support. You
may find yourself with many sleepless nights wondering what will
happen to your child when you are
no longer living. You may call 911
for help only to find that an
untrained officer with an attitude of
bias and hatred has the authority to
arrest or shoot your child and the
law will exonerate him from any
choice he makes. You have not
experienced knowing a parent who
lost their child because an officer
thought it was necessary to shoot
rather than to find other alternatives
to seek help. Many times we hear
that officers just want to go home to
their families. But isn’t that what
all of us want? We want our loved
ones to come home too. But for
many families this is no longer a
reality.
Before you are so cruel with
your words, remember that what
goes around comes around, and
people that throw stones shouldn’t
live in glass houses. These old sayings were written for a reason. With

the statistics being one in five people will be affected by mental illness in their lifetime, this could be
something that hits home sooner
than you think.
We have received negative emails from people who think as you
do. We have traced them back to St.
Cloud State University. Some we
feel are of a terroristic nature. One
e-mail came to us stating he was in
the Criminal Justice program at
SCSU. It is of no doubt to us where
the rest of these came from.
Our hope is that people will
learn about mental illness then educate others. Mental illnesses are not
curable, but they are treatable.
Many people with mental illnesses
have contributed much to our society. Where would we be without the
contributions of people such as
Abraham Lincoln, Buzz Aldrin,
Betty Ford, Charles Dickens, Jim
Carrey,
Beethoven,
Mozart,
Vincent Van Gogh, Harrison Ford
and Benjamin Franklin? All of
these people had/have a mental illness.
Sandra Johnson, if you have
children, what will you teach them?

Jim and Carol Otremba

Think before you
write
After years of reading the
Opinions Page, only now have I
been inspired to write my own. I am
responding to the two recent letters
by Kerry Ann Price.
My first response is to her Oct.
27 letter. Price wrote, “Due to our
bi-pedalism our pelvises have made
it so childbirth without modern
medicine is nearly lethal, which is
why our grandmothers truly feared
childbirth, because it would likely
kill them.” I waited for someone to
respond to this, as I thought someone should, but no one did. My
response is, “Huh?”
I don’t care if you are pro-life or
pro-choice; this doesn’t work. You
see, “modern medicine” is recent,
hence the word “modern.” If this
statement were true, then there
would be no people left to have created modern medicine. The species
would have died out long ago. On
that day, you also wrote that this is
why C-sections are so common.
Believe it or not, this is not true. Csections are less common and less
desirable. The recovery time for the
mother is much longer than vaginal
birth. The reason is that women
weren’t made to give birth this way.
Vaginal delivery is very natural,
and C-sections are not.
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Now to respond to Price’s letter
from Nov. 6. In this letter, Price
wrote if she got pregnant, she
would love the baby too much to
give him/her up for adoption. You
claim that you love your baby, so
you’d rather it died than give it to
someone else? This sounds like
self-love. Your concern is for your
own pain. If you truly loved your
baby, you would want it to be cared
for, no matter how hard it is for
yourself.

Brooke Peterson
Senior
Philosophy

About MSUSA
withdrawal
This all seems so familiar. When
I was President of the Student
Government at St. Cloud State
College in 1973-74, there was
much discussion about St. Cloud
withdrawing from MSUSA. After
much discussion with Tim Penny
and other student government presidents, it was decided at that time to
work with MSUSA to try to make it
work.
It appears that it still doesn’t
function effectively for St. Cloud
students after all these years.
Maybe the Student Government I
chaired in 1973-74 made the wrong
decision since it is being re-visited
30 years later.

John Pritchard
Former Student
Government President

Attention writers:
Seeing as there is a new
semester ahead, there may be a
need for new opinions columnists.The number of new writers
needed is not known at this time,
but those who are interested in
possible openings can stop by the
Chronicle office (Stewart Hall 13,
in the basement) or just drop us
a line.
There aren’t any requirements
for this position, experience-wise,
but a healthy dose of insanity is
appreciated, and, in fact, encouraged.
While on this same subject,
new staff writers are always
needed. No experience is needed, but a strong interest in writing is a plus.Those interested can
drop a line to the Chronicle office
or just stop by during a news
huddle.The huddles will resume
the first Wednesday after the
winter break. If you are interested, stop by.

E-mail your letters to letters@universitychronicle.com or drop them off at our office, Stewart Hall 13.
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Hang up —
because no
one cares
For all the talk we hear about the
dangers of smoking, and the catastrophic effects second-hand smoke
has on those who involuntarily come
in contact with our carcinogens,
where is the outcry and congressional
lobby against second-hand conversations?
I for one am fed up with being
forced to listen to people’s second
hand cell phone conversations, the
contents of which often border on idiotic. Jesse Ventura thought people
used religion as a crutch in order to
deal with their insecurity about being
mortal. I’ll expand on that and say
that those who are constantly on their
cell phones are using them as a crutch
to deal with their inability to normally interact with their fellow humans
in a social setting.
You know what I hate the most?
Those people, typically girls, who
during a break from class, or while
waiting for a bus, cycle through their
stored cell phone numbers trying to
find someone to call and talk to.
Sometimes I just feel like screaming
at them that there are 25 people within voice range that they could talk to
instead of leaning on their technological crutch. Has the art of random,
civil conversation really faded that far
out of practice? Or how about those
people who talk for what seems like
hours about the current state of their
soap opera relationships. News flash:
nobody cares, especially the guy sitting next to you who’s just trying to
make changes to his fantasy basketball team.
How out of line would I really be
if on my way out to have a smoke
during a class break, I snatch the cell
phone from the Barbie doll in the
third row and begin heel-stomping
the thing?
In all seriousness though, be courteous of the people around you when
you feel the need to loudly express
your displeasure about the Bachelor’s
current situation or how bad your
boyfriend’s feet smell. Honestly,
nobody cares.
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Tony and Maria

Communal
PREGNANT?

Reconciliation

Thinking about

ADOPTION?

Thursday, December 4
7 pm - Newman Chapel

Loving Minnesota couple
hoping to adopt!
Email:
mariatonymn@hotmail.com
Learn about us on the Web:

www.profiles.adoption.
com/profiles/db2797.html

MASS: SUNDAYS 9 AM, 11:15 AM, & 8 PM
MASS & EVENTS: 251-3261 OFFICE: 251-3260
http://studentorg.stcloudstate.edu/newman

“That was the damnedest exhibition of
shooting I’ve ever seen in my life.”
-Boston Celtics coach Jim O’Brien said after
the Toronto Raptors shot a franchise best 17
three pointers in a 105-95 win over the Celtics.
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Miller’s up to his old scoring habits
The former Little Falls
All-time leading scorer
is averaging 24.7 points
a game for the Huskies
Ben Birnell
STAFF WRITER

Some kids say the craziest
things. Little Falls head basketball
coach Kevin Jordan knows of one
instance very well.
One cold, winter night almost a
decade ago, a middle school boy
was shooting a basketball, working
on his jump shot in his driveway
when his neighbor, a member of the
Little Falls Flyers basketball team
pulled up to his house. This was no
ordinary night, however. No, on
this night, Flyer ball player, Ryan
Laager, had just become the alltime leading scorer of Little Falls
basketball.
Unphased, the young boy yelled
over to his neighbor “you better
enjoy it now Laager, because I will
break your record when I get up
there!” That kid, six or seven years
later, did just that, becoming the
Little Falls all-time leading scorer
with 1,680 points.
That little kid has now grown up
and no longer needs to shoot hoops
in his driveway on cold winter
nights. That kid now practices his
jump shot in the warm confines of
Halenbeck Hall. That kid is fivefoot-nine junior co-captain Nate
Miller.

“Nate has always loved playing
the game of basketball,” Jordan,
who coached Miller in Little Falls
said. “He is what I would call a
master of perfection when it comes
to learning a skill.”
Since the age of five Miller has
had a basketball in his hands,
among other assorted pieces of
sporting equipment.
Through high school, Miller was
a four-sport athlete and an eighttime letter winner playing football,
golf and baseball in addition to basketball. His dad Rod has always
helped him fine tune his skills.
“My dad was one of my coaches
(growing up). He would always
have (me and my sister) around the
gyms, the football fields and baseball fields,” Miller said. “My dad
has helped me a lot, just his willingness to be there, his general support, just being there helps.”
The sports gene seems to run in
Miller’s family, as his dad was an
athlete at Southwest State
University in Marshall. His sister
also played hoops for the
University of St. Thomas in the
Twin Cities.
Coming up through high school,
Miller always knew he wanted to
play basketball at the collegiate
level. After playing at different
tournaments during the year, AAU
basketball during the summer
months and getting letters from college coaches during his junior and
senior years in high school, Miller
figured basketball provided the best
chance for him to play at the next
level. He stated that picking the
right school came down to the right
program for him and his family.

Obviously, with Little Falls being
just a stone throw away from the
campus of SCSU, it meant Miller’s
family would have more chances of
watching his games, and he liked
the Husky coaching staff: head
coach Kevin Schlagel and assistant
Matt Reimer.
“It was close to home so my parents could come watch, but the
coaching staff helped, too,” Miller
said. “Coach Schlagel is a great
guy. The players on the team are
generally good people and good
players come into this program
too.”
Playing his first game in
Halenbeck before donning the
Husky red and white might have
had something do with his decision.
Miller got his first official taste of
Halenbeck in 2001, when Miller’s
Flyers played in a packed house
against ROCORI in a Minnesota
State Basketball Regional Final
game. Knowing the atmosphere and
knowing a little bit of what it would
be like helped.
“You come out on the floor and
think this is where you’ll be playing
next year, it was fun to get used to
playing on that court,” Miller said.
While playing at Little Falls,
Miller also gained a little recognition on the court. He was named a
three-time All-Conference player
and the St. Cloud Times All-Area
Player of the Year.
“They’re both nice honors to
have,” Miller said. “You can’t
achieve those two honors without
great teammates and a lot of credit
goes out to them, the staffs and
■
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Husky junior co-captain Nate Miller goes for a lay-up against
Westcon in preseason game earlier this season.

Women’s basketball rolls to third straight win
Derek Sullivan
STAFF WRITER

Christmas must be just around the
corner, because SCSU and Bemidji
State were in a giving mood. The two
teams combined for 55 turnovers on
Tuesday night.
In the end, SCSU pulled away
and won their third consecutive
game, 81-68.
SCSU came out very slow.
Almost three minutes elapsed before
sophomore Kellie Heinen opened the
scoring. Heinen scored on a lay-up,
while being fouled by Bemidji
State’s Shawne Koch. The free throw

gave the Huskies a 3-0 lead.
Before the Huskies scored again,
they would turn the ball over five
times. Bemidji State took advantage
of the miscues to take an 8-3 lead.
Fifth-year
senior
Jessica
Abrahams finally ended the fiveminute drought with a three pointer.
Abrahams would finish the game
with 16 points and five steals.
SCSU would take the lead for
good at the 10:16 mark in the first
half. Sophomore April Carlson
scored an old-fashioned three-point
play to give the Huskies a 13-10
lead. Carlson finished with eight
rebounds and career high 12 points.

“I love playing down low,”
Carlson said. “I try to get every
rebound and help the team.”
First-year guard Laura Legge followed Carlson’s three-point play
with a three-point jumper. Legge’s
three-pointer gave the Huskies a sixpoint lead, with 9:36 left in the first
half. After trailing 8-3 with 16:15
remaining, the Huskies rebounded
with an 11-2 run.
The Beavers answered the
Huskies’ run with an 8-4 run of their
own. After a jumper by Bemidji
State’s Shanette Thomas, the
Beavers trailed only 20-18 with 7:45
left in the half.

Sascha Hansen then got hot. The
sophomore hit both ends of a oneand-one, then sandwiched two threepointers around a couple of Bemidji
State free throws. Hansen would end
the night hitting all four three-pointers she attempted, and scoring a
career-high 22 points.
“I didn’t know it was a careerhigh,” Hansen said. “My shot felt
good, but I feel this team can play
better.”
After Hansen’s personal 8-2 run,
the Huskies led 28-20 with seven
minutes left in the half.
The two teams would exchange
baskets until SCSU scored the final

four points. Single free throws by
Heinen and Abrahams and a lay-up
by Carlson would give the Huskies a
40-29 halftime lead.
Both teams struggled to hold onto
the ball. In the first half alone, SCSU
committed 11 turnovers, while the
Beavers committed 18 turnovers.
Beaver center Kellie Hooton
quickly scored the first five points of
the second half. The five points
pulled Bemidji State with six, 40-34.
SCSU continued to turn the ball
over in the second half. The Huskies
would commit four turnovers in
three minutes.
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Huskies prepare for No. 4 Colorado
Bobby Hart
SPORTS EDITOR

Perhaps the only thing more
exciting than this weekend’s WCHA
matchup between the No. 7 Huskies
and the No. 4 Colorado College
Tigers in Colorado Springs is the farfetched path each team took to reach
their early/mid season prominence.
No two teams in the WCHA
absorbed greater off-season losses
than the Tigers and the Huskies. The
Huskies lost their top three scorers in
Jon Cullen, Joe Motzko and Ryan
Malone who combined for 49 goals
(40 percent of Husky scoring). The
Tigers, who won the regular season
WCHA championship last season,
lost Hobey Baker Award winner
Peter Sejna, Noah Clark and Tom
Preissing who also combined for 49
goals and 133 total points last season.
Although Colorado College led
the WCHA in every single offensive
category last season, they have taken
on a new defensive focus this season
and currently led the league with
1.83 goals against average. The
Huskies are close behind with a 2.10
GAA.
This weekend’s matchup will feature the top two, and last remaining
undefeated goalies in the conference
in SCSU’s junior Adam Coole (6-01) and CC’s first-year netminder
Matt Zaba (4-0-2 overall, and 1-0-2
in WCHA play). Coole has the
league’s best save percentage at .940,
while Zaba holds the best goals
against average at 1.58.
Zaba has been a huge surprise for
a CC team that is without former second team All-American goalie Curtis
McElhinney, who is out with
mononucleosis.
“He’s stepped in and he’s done an
outstanding job for them in
McElhinney’s absence. That’s one of
the reasons why they’ve continued to
be a team with only one loss,” said
Husky head coach Craig Dahl.
■

Continued from PAGE 11.

Basketball
The Beavers took advantage
pulling within five, 46-41, with
15:26 left.
Head Coach Lori Ulferts called a
rare timeout to compose her team.
The Huskies immediately responded. Heinen scored her final basket of
the night, pushing the lead back to
seven, at 48-41.
The game slowed down for the
next five minutes as eight fouls were
called. SCSU managed to keep the
lead at eight, until an Abrahams
jumper put the Huskies up 10. With
8:42 left in the game, the Huskies
led 65-55.
Bemidji State play tough full

However, the Tigers aren’t the
only team with a new look. The
Huskies have also formed a brand
new identity of their own. After a
2002-03 season in which Cullen,
Motzko and Malone accounted for
40 percent of their goals, the Huskies
now have scoring coming from nearly every angle. After Brock Hooton,
Andy Lundbohm and Colin Peters
scored their first goals of the season
to help the Huskies take three of four
points from Alaska Anchorage over
the weekend, only six Huskies that
have yet to net a goal this season.
Four of those six are first-year players, and only two have played in at
least 10 games.
Casey Borer and Grant Clafton
are two first-year defensemen who
have yet to touch the back of the net,
but that may not last long with
SCSU’s newly stressed aggressive
blueline play.
“We’re trying to get the defenseman involved a little more in the
offensive rushes in an intelligent way
and we work on that every day,”
Dahl said. “We’re trying to do everything we can to develop offensive
skills, keeping in mind that we’re
playing 11 or 12 freshmen and
sophomores, so scoring is going to
be a problem. This is a league that’s
dominated by juniors and seniors.”
Senior defensive co-captain Ryan
LaMere knows that it’s just a matter
of time before one of the two gets on
the score sheet.
“When I was a freshman, I was a
little tentative because you’ve got the
coach looking at you and you’re
more liable to be taken out of the
lineup if you make a big mistake
because you’re a younger guy,” said
LaMere who is tied with Dave
Iannazzo and Matt Gens for second
on the team in point production with
nine (two goals and seven assists).
“They’re both really good offensive
defensemen, but they’re playing
solid defense right now and that goal
will come eventually. I have a feeling
it will come in the next couple week-

ends.”
The Huskies broke their scoring
drought of six goals in four games
when they scored five against Alaska
Anchorage in Friday’s win, but they
are still focusing in consistently generating more shots.
“That’s the biggest key,” LaMere
said. “Even if it’s from the perimeter,
we need to shoot the puck more and
put up more shots and limit their
shots. Good things happen when you
shoot the puck, whether it’s a good
bounce or a lucky bounce. We have
to really try and shoot the puck from
where we are and not try and make
those extra passes or fancy plays.

With a four point lead over the
University of Minnesota Duluth and
six ahead of the University of North
Dakota, the WCHA leading Huskies
will get a better feel for what their
future fate holds.
“These next two weekends are
huge,” LaMere said. “Whether people say it or not, if we can get six or
seven out of the next two weekends,
that would be huge because that
would not guarantee, but almost
guarantee you in the top five and
home ice advantage for playoffs.
We’re trying to stress to the younger
guys how important it is to get these
points before Christmas to stay in

court man-to-man defense that led to
15 steals, but also several fouls for
hand checking. When Bemidji State
picked up their 10th foul with six
minutes to play, head coach Mike
Power jumped off his seat.
“Coach prepared us for the
press,” Hansen said. “Coach wanted
us to attack.”
Less than a minute later, Bemidji
State’s Nancy McConkey was called
for a foul. Power argued. After the
referee walked away, Power kicked
the scorer’s table. Immediately,
Power was called for a technical.
Seconds later, Power threw a cup of
ice water onto the court. This drew a
second technical and Power was
ejected.
Abrahams would connect on all
four free throws building the SCSU
lead to 76-59, with 4:53 to play.

SCSU scored only five more
points the remainder of the game,
including a jumper by first-year
guard Shannon Francis and the
fourth three-pointer of the night by
Hansen.
The 81-68 win was the third in a
row for the Huskies. Last weekend
in Duluth, SCSU swept by
Southwest Minnesota State and
19th-ranked Minnesota-Duluth.
In Friday’s game, SCSU defeated
the Southwest Minnesota State
Mustangs 67-56.
Heinen, starting in place of Erika
Quigley (mononucleosis), scored a
career-high 18 points. Francis and
Huschle each scored 11.
The win over the Mustangs put
the Huskies in the Championship
game of the American Family
Insurance Classic. In the final, the

Huskies would meet up with the
Minnesota-Duluth Bulldogs.
The Bulldogs had just defeated
the Huskies 85-75 a few days earlier
in St. Paul, but the second game
would be played in the Bulldog’s
home arena.
“Coach challenged us to ‘D’ up,”
Hansen said. “We all felt we were
ready.”
In the game the week before,
SCSU got down early. In Saturday’s
game, the Huskies came out strong
scoring the first bucket and never
relinquishing the lead. MinnesotaDuluth managed to close within one
on a couple occasions, including
right before the half. The Bulldogs
trailed 30-29 at the half.
SCSU pulled away in the second
half behind Francis and Abrahams.
Francis finished the tournament with
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Colorado College sophomore Aaron Slattegren and Husky senior co-captain Ryan LaMere go head-tohead in a game at the National Hockey Center last season.
first place.”

Husky Notebook
-Along with McElhinney, Colin
Stuart and Brandon Polich will be
out of the Tigers’ lineup due to
injuries.
-CC and SCSU are two of the five
WCHA teams in the top 15 USCHO
rankings. UND is No. 1, Denver is
No. 8 and Wisconsin is No. 11. The
WCHA is tied with the Hockey East
Conference for the most teams in the
nation’s top 15.
-Konrad Reeder will replace firstyear forward Gary Houseman and
join Joe Jensen and Billy Hengen on
the Huskies’ third line.
27 points and was named MVP.
Abrahams finished with 23 points in
the Classic and was placed on the
All-Tournament team. Huschle continued to be a spark off the bench,
and won the sixth-player award.
SCSU will put their three-game
winning streak on the line Thursday
against Winona State at Halenbeck
Hall.

DeGroot Finished
Husky senior post Kristine
DeGroot was officially and permanently removed from SCSU’s
roster because of team differences. DeGroot led the Huskies
averaging 11 points and five
rebounds per game last season
as an All-NCC pick.
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Sporting

Events
THURSDAY
■ Women’s Basketball vs.
Winona State at Halenbeck Hall
at 7 p.m.

FRIDAY
■ Women’s Hockey vs. MSUMankato at the National Hockey
Center at 7:05 p.m.

SATURDAY
■ Women’s Hockey vs. MSUMankato at the National Hockey
Center at 2:05 p.m.

SUNDAY
■ Men’s Basketball vs.
Bemidji State at Halenbeck Hall
at 6 p.m.

UPCOMING
■ Women’s Basketball vs.
Southwest Minn. State at
Halenbeck Hall at 7 p.m. Dec.
10.
■ Men’s Hockey vs. Denver at
the National Hockey Center at
7:05 p.m. Dec. 12.
■ Wrestling invitational at
Halenbeck Hall at 9 a.m. Dec.
13.
■ Women’s Basketball vs. UW Stout at Halenbeck Hall at 1
p.m. Dec. 13.
■ Men’s Hockey vs. Denver at
the National Hockey Center at
7:05 p.m. Dec. 13.
■ Men’s Basketball vs. St.
John’s University at Halenbeck
Hall at 8 p.m. Dec. 13.
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Equal opportunity has limits
Any reasonable person is in
favor of equal opportunities in
sports for men and women.
Unfortunately, stupidity seems to
follow opportunity in some cases.
Recently, 11 female athletes filed
a lawsuit to have the Minnesota
state girls’ hockey tournament
played at the same venue as the
boys’ tournament, which is the Xcel
Energy Center in St. Paul. The girls’
tournament is currently played at
Ridder Arena, home of the
University of Minnesota women’s
hockey team.
The 11 athletes feel that Ridder
Arena is not equal to the Xcel
Center as required by Title IX, a
1972 law that aimed for more equity in female and male students.
They’re right, but that doesn’t mean
the tournament should be moved.
Nor does it mean that moving the
tournament would be in the best
interest for girls’ hockey and female
sports in general.
The Xcel Center is home to the
Minnesota Wild and seats 18,064.
Ridder Arena seats about 2,800.
Plus, there’s the prestige factor. The
Xcel Center has the flashing lights,
■

Continued from PAGE 11.

Miller
Miller’s time in a Husky uniform
has been time well spent.
He had a stellar first-year season in
which he averaged six points per
game and was a 50 percent three-point
shooter. He scored a then-career high
18 points in two games. In his sophomore season, he continued to be a
bright spot for the Husky backcourt.
He played in all 31 of the team’s
games and averaged nine points per
game on his way to helping the
Huskies win the 2003 NCC Wells
Fargo Championship, as well as being
named to the 2003 Wells Fargo Finals
All-Tournament team.
This season, with the losses of
standouts Forrest Witt and Jason
Kron, Miller has seen his time on the
court expand enormously. Six games
into the 2003-2004 campaign, the
physical education major is averaging
24.7 ppg and is a 96 percent free
throw shooter going 26 of 27 at the
charity stripe. November 22, Miller
arguably had his best collegiate game,
scoring a career-high 41 points.
Included in that was a stellar 16-of-16
performance at the line in a 97-91
overtime thriller.
“Nate has been a tremendous player for us since the first day he set foot
on the court.” Schlagel said. “He has
fun playing the game of basketball
and his enthusiasm is infectious. He
has a smile on his face every time he’s
out there and everyone on the team
feeds off of that.”
Jordan agrees stating that everything Miller is doing now is what he
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the large scoreboard and the aura of
knowing you’re playing on the same
sheet of ice as the greatest NHL
players in the world. Ridder Arena
is home to the top-ranked Div. I
women’s hockey team in the country.
But here’s why the girls’ state
tournament should remain in Ridder
Arena: not many people care about
girls’ hockey.
Over a three-day period last year,
the girls’ state tournament drew
12,727. The Class AA state title
game drew only 1,944 fans, despite
featuring South St. Paul, an area
near the Xcel Center known for its
passion for hockey.
So let’s do some math: 18,064
minus 12,727 equals 5,337 — or not
enough fans to fill the Xcel Center
did in high school. Jordan went on to
state that Miller has always been a
special player and has been able to
perform up to his coaches expectations.
“It is great to see him off to a fine
start while playing a bigger role on
this year’s team. That tells me he’s
getting comfortable in his new role as
one of the scorers,” Jordan said. “I’m
really not surprised at all by his numbers thus far, but I bet a lot of the past
doubters are starting to become
believers. He sees something or a
coach shows him something that will
help his game, and he will be out there
trying to perfect it. This attribute has
helped him become an all-around
player, not just a scorer.”
Though only in his junior season,
Miller has aspirations of becoming a
coach after his time as a ball player is
done. Miller always returns home
every summer to help Jordan with
basketball camps and also helps out in
the Little Falls summer recreation program.
“I love helping kids and it’s just
something along the lines of coaching
or sports management that I want to
go into,” Miller said.
Jordan believes Miller has what it
takes to be a great coach after he
hangs up his sneakers.
“Nate has always enjoyed being
with kids. He talks to them whenever
he is around them, and makes them
feel good about themselves. He has
been a great role model to the youth in
Little Falls. This genuine concern,
combined with the passion he has for
basketball, would make Nate a very
good coach,” Jordan said.
Kids may say the craziest things,
but some kids know how to back it up.

even if you locked the doors and
forced everybody to stay all three
days. More arithmetic: 18,064
minus 1,944 equals 16,120 — or a
whole lot of embarrassing empty
seats during what is supposed to be
the sports marquee game.
Is playing in a large arena in
front of a bunch of padded seats
instead of a smaller arena filled with
actual people really what girls’
hockey players want? I doubt it.
Sure, the Xcel Center staff would
probably put up a large curtain to
cover the empty seats and give the
tournament more of an intimate feel,
but that’s even more embarrassing
than playing in front of nobody.
Proponents for the move say that
the Xcel Center will draw more fans
because of its prestige and amenities, such as better parking and
advertising. Maybe it would draw a
few more, but not enough to even
give the illusion that girls’ hockey is
a relevant sport in Minnesota.
Maybe a musical analogy can
paint a better picture. Panoramic
Blue is an area band that often plays
the Red Carpet. Not many people
care about Panoramic Blue outside

of Minnesota. If Panoramic Blue
travels to Los Angeles to perform,
they’d probably rather play in a
small club instead of a large arena
such as the Staples Center.
If a person who doesn’t know
anything about Panoramic Blue
stumbles into a Los Angeles club to
see them play, they’d probably be
more impressed than if they saw
them play at the Staples Center. The
club would be small and probably
full, giving the gig a better vibe and
a lot more energy than if it were at
the spacious and empty Staples
Center.
But one day, Panoramic Blue
may become too large to play clubs.
Fans may be turned away and shows
will be overcrowded instead of intimate. Then they can graduate to a
larger arena.
For girls’ hockey players across
the state, be patient. One day your
sport may be too big for a club
(Ridder Arena) and you will have
your chance to play at Xcel Energy
Center. For now, enjoy playing in
front of a full arena of adoring fans,

Heckendorf makes
Harlon’s top three

FILE PHOTO

Husky senior quarterback Keith Heckendorf has been named a top
three finalist for the 2003 Harlon Hill Trophy, which is given to the
best Division II football player.It is Heckendorf’s second straight top
three finish and the winner will be named Dec. 12. Heckendorf set
new team records for pass completions (232), pass attempts (371),
passing yardage (2,905) and total yardage (3,189) in 2003.
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Change the channel, or
change your perspective.
You decide.

The world is calling. Don’t tune it out. Contact the Peace Corps today, and
change your idea of what “changing the world” is all about.

Peace Corps
Redefine your world.

www.peacecorps.gov
800-424-8580
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A rhapsody visits St. Cloud
Beth Kern
STAFF WRITER

Sunday, the St. Cloud Symphony
Orchestra will perform George
Gershwin’s “Rhapsody in Blue” with
the Rhapsody Art-Case Piano at the
Paramount theater, commemorating,
in more than one way, the 1920s and
the pop culture of that day.
Jazz was the beginning of the
modern music industry. Along with
Louis Armstrong and Billie Holiday
was George Gershwin, pianist and
composer extraordinaire. His most
famous work, “Rhapsody in Blue,”
was featured in Fantasia 2000 and is
the featured theme of the Rhapsody
Piano.
The piano is worth $175,000. It is
a baby in terms of age for pianos
because in 20 years it will be estimated to be worth around $500,000.
“A typical Steinway averages an
appreciation of 20 percent a year,”
said Cindy DeVries, a Schmitt Music
employee.
The Schmitt Music store will have
the piano until Friday, when it will be
moved to the Paramount for the concert. Schmitt Music encourages the
public to try out the piano or sit and
listen to others play. Many people are
scared to touch this magnificent
instrument with the fear that they will
damage it.
“I’ll probably wreck something, so
I’ll leave it up to guy who plays this
Sunday,” said Karl Beranek, an SCSU
senior.
The Rhapsody Art-Case Piano was
built by Steinway & Sons.
“Ninety-nine percent of concert
artists play on Steinways,” said Al
Mesna, manager of the piano and keyboard department of Schmitt Music,
the sole distributor of Steinway pianos
in Minnesota.
“Steinway still makes its pianos by
hand,” Mesna said. “It takes a year to
build one. They make 3,000 a year.”
On the inside, art-case pianos are
the same as ebony case pianos, but
outside, the cases are works of art.
In 1998, Steinway decided to produce a series of pianos in honor of
George Gershwin. The Rhapsody
piano is number 12 in a series of 24.
The Rhapsody Piano was designed
by Frank Pollaro, who chose to use
curly maple wood stained blue for the
case itself. Over 400 mother-of-pearl
stars stud the entire case at random
and are inset flawlessly into the wood
so there are no disruptions in the finish. The stars are varying sizes, giving

CHING FUNG/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Al Mesna, manager of the Piano Department of Schmitt Music, plays the Rhapsody Art-Case Piano, in the display room at Schmitt Music.
the illusion of a piece of moonless sky
over a city, New York City. Strips of
mother-of-pearl criss-cross the legs of
the piano and bench like searchlights
at a gala opening.
“It seemed only natural to have
this piano studded in stars,” Pollaro
said. “To me, the stars represent
Broadway, America, and most importantly, the shining star that Gershwin
was to music.”
The craftsmanship of this work of
art doesn’t stop with the stars and
spotlights. The wood of the lid fans
out from one point on the hinge with
varying shades of blue adding to the
illusion of a partially cloudy night sky.

The music stand is a carved silhouette
of the New York skyline as it appeared
in 1998, complete with a reflection of
the skyline in the Hudson River. Two
roses adorn the ends of the stands.
“This piano’s been all around the
world,” Mesna said. “And these roses
haven’t been broken off.”
In addition to mother-of-pearl
inlay, the Steinway & Sons logo, centered over middle C, is made of ivory
brought to the United States before the
ivory trade was outlawed.
“When I heard about it (the
Rhapsody Piano),” Mesna said, “I
thought it’d be cool if we could get
this piano. But, when I called

Steinway to ask about it, they said we
couldn’t get it. It had been all around
the world and needed refurbishing.”
But by October, things were arranged
and the Rhapsody was coming to St.
Cloud — also its first time in
Minnesota.
“We sent out postcards to all the
music teachers, the band directors,
piano teachers in the area, inviting
them to bring their students over to
play on it and take pictures,” Mesna
said.
At the Tuesday meeting of the St.
Cloud Rotary Club, SCSU student
Tony Bui of Dortmont, Germany
played the Rhapsody for the club and

customers on hand. This demonstrated
what concert pianist Peter Orth said of
Steinway & Sons pianos, “I use the
Steinway for a pure simple reason: it
sings.”
“(It brings) the feeling of omnipotence,” said concert pianist Joseph
Kalichstein. “You are an orchestra, a
singer, a string quartet — that is what
it is like to play a great Steinway.”
The Rhapsody Piano is a masterpiece, inside and out, musically and
artistically.
“People will be talking about this
for years to come,” Mesna said.

Staff Writer Brandon Siem contributed to this story.
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Pachanga lives in St. Cloud

“Viva La Pachanga,” the first album from The Stearns County Pachanga Society will be released 10 p.m.
Friday at the Rox. Pachanga is a spanish would that means “Get down, get loose, party and have a good
time.The album features nine tracks from all over the world, with original compositions like “Nube
Blanca,” which means “White Cloud.”

When it comes to moving your
hips and lacing up your dancing shoes,
the spirit of Pachanga will enrapture
your body and mind. As the liner
notes explain, the Spanish word
“pachanga” means “get down, get
loose, party and have a good time.”
This is exactly what the Stearns
County Pachanga Society (SCPS)
brings to music fans.
With their first musical CD release
entitled “Viva la Pachanga,” SCPS is a
musical organization dedicated to
bringing rhythmic diversity and influences from other cultures to the United
States.
The band consists of nine individuals from areas around St. Cloud to
locations such as Peru, birthplace of
Lalo
Quillo
(zampona/pan
flute/quena/wooden flute/vocals). At
one time or another, SCSU has been a
cozy home for these individuals. Mike
Hasbrouck (lead vocals and rhythm
guitar), is a Spanish professor at
SCSU. Both young at heart and a
pleasure to talk with, Hasbrouck’s
influential roots and love of hispanic
music is evident.
SCPS first assembled in June of
2002, holding regular “meetings,” in
which people were encouraged to participate either by playing their own
percussion instruments or simply
dancing to the “shake your money
maker” grooves.
“The band later grew into a more
serious group, combining individuals
from a popular world beat music style
group called the Sur Ahoolies,”
Hasbrouck said.
From playing in bars such as The
Rox and The Red Carpet, Stearns
County Pachanga Society has made a
name for itself. Its catalog of around
60 songs has made this band quite
popular with an amazing amount of
musical talent.
“Viva La Pachanga” includes
songs from all over the globe, old and
new. Songs featured on their release
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such as “Nube Blanca” and “Born in
Babylon,” are Stearns County originals. “Nube Blanca” was the first
Cumbia composed in Stearns County.
The meaning of this song translates to
“white cloud” in English, taking on
greater meaning if you’re from the St.
Cloud area.
Both of these songs are thoughtful
and energetic with melodic tones and
percussion instrumentation hitting
deep into the soul with heart-warming
rhythm. Other songs that are featured
on “Viva La Pachanga” include “La
Negra Celina,” “El Manicero” and
“Guantanamera.” Known as one of
the
more
popular
songs,
“Guantanamera” takes its first verse
from a poem by Jose Marti, Cuba’s
national hero. As the liner notes continue to explain, the last verse contains
words written by Hasbrouck, meant to
be a commentary on the government’s
prohibition of travel to Cuba. This
nine-track, full-length CD is guaranteed to bring a smile to your face with
a little booty shakin’ on the side. From
the crisp drum beats to the sharp howling sounds of the guitar and flute, this
CD will definitely fill your heart with
delight.

Performing
Friday, Dec. 5, the Stearns
County Pachanga Society will be
holding a release party for “Viva
La Pachanga” at The Rox at 10
p.m.

UTVS’ ‘Back to the Movies’ offers contest
Chris Heinitz
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Students wishing to share their
filmmaking expertise, or looking for
a new creative diversion, will be
offered a unique opportunity in
January.
The “Back to the Movies” film
competition is unique because it will
be broadcast on TV, as opposed to in
an auditorium, said organizer and
UTVS Station Manager Erin
Kolodzne.
Students wishing to enter are
asked to prepare an original short
film, one to 10 minutes in length,
exercising and showcasing their cre-

ative talents and productive ability.
From the entries, three winning
films will be selected. Winning
films will be shown on UTVS’ film
program “Back to the Movies.” The
broadcast will include an in-depth
interview with the filmmakers.
Other prizes include a speciallymade DVD featuring the film,
including special features, and other
various prizes valued at over $500.
Films must be entered by
Monday, Jan. 19. Judging the competition are Mass Communications
TV production professor Gregory
Martin, film studies professor Brad
Chisolm, and film studies student
John Behling.

Films will be evaluated in various domains including: cinematography, story development, acting,
soundtrack, technical production
and overall impression.
Though only three films will be
selected and featured on “Back to
the Movies,” all productions meeting current TV content standards
will be aired during trivia weekend
in February. This allows all entrants
a chance to show the world, or at
least the St. Cloud area, their filmmaking ability. The film competition is not exclusive to film studies
students and no previous experience
is necessary to participate.
The competition, in its inaugural

Contest info
Applicants should submit: a completed application form (available at
SH 15 or SH 125), a one-page description of the film, the filmmakers and
the creation of the film, one copy of the entry in MiniDV format, three
copies of entry in VHS format.All entries must be submitted to SH 15 or
SH 125 by 4 p.m. Jan. 19.
run, is the work of “Back to the
Movies” executive producer Erin
Kolodzne. In her fourth year,
Kolodzne has paired her two areas
of study, TV production and film
study, to create a unique opportunity “for anyone who wants to show
something that they’re proud of, a
chance to show their creative side to

others.”
Though there is currently no film
major offered at SCSU, there are
plans to offer it next spring.
Kolodzne hopes “to get more students making more movies” and
produce “another creative outlet”
for those seeking it.
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Don’t let Mommy kiss Santa
He’s making a list and
drinking it twice, Billy
Bob Thorton brings
Bad Santa to town.
Apparently, seasonal depression
isn’t enough for some people.
Director Terry Zwigoff and twoheaded producer Joel and Ethan
Coen embark upon this episode of
low-brow grinchery, with the ambition of burning the traditional
Christmas tree in a vodka-soaked
blaze at the zenith of a 12-day bender—and then pissing on the flames.
But for some reason, (perhaps
studio intervention) the end result
isn’t quite so shocking, but it is
funny.
Serial department store Santa
Willie T. Stokes (Billy Bob
Thorton) is bad. The loveable trailer
trash hero works a yearly scam
knocking off department stores on
Christmas Eve. In order to get the
score, he must suffer the enslaught
of snot-dripping tykes at a typical
department store’s “Meet Santa”
set-up. After cracking the safe (the
one trade he learned from his deadbeat father) Stokes and his bile-spitting dwarf partner in crime (Tony
Cox) part ways until next year.
Stokes takes his share to Florida,
where he pukes and parties his way
down to the last empty bottle.
However, after years of doing
this, it seems that Willie is losing his
touch. Apparently unable to control
his libido, his bladder or his mouth,
Santa does everything conceivable
possible in order to get fired by his
endlessly passive boss (John Ritter)

JOHN
BEHLING
FILM
CRITIC
or rouse the suspicioun of the store
security chief — Bernie Mac,
played way down from his role in
“Charlie’s Angels” and saddled with
Cohen-esque character quirks
(chainsmoking and citrus fetishism
to name two).
It’s this ugly clowning that
should set the audience snickering,
at least with the consistency of the
average SNL sketch. We see Willie
toss a pint of Grand Dad through
the windshield of a parked car on
his way to work, wet his pants on
the job, spit salad and F-bombs into
the face of a young brat at the food
court and fornicate with a plussized patron in the big and tall
dressing room. All of this is funny
Jerry Springer/Cops/Homey the
Clown adults-only humor. But as
some critics have pointed out, at
the core, Santa isn’t such a bad
guy.
Despite the excrement, booze
and profanity that Zwigoff and the
Cohens try to stick on the iconic
Christmas figure, they can’t hide a
touch of Christmasy softness.
Although the ending literally
leaves the audience on the steps of
a serious downer, the epilogue elevates things nicely like the typical
“Christmas that almost wasn’t, but
then was.”

And as long as you pick up on
that — a few critics I’ve read have
failed to see this — it’s not necessarily a bad thing.
Frankly, I’m not interested in
seeing Christmas totally bottom
out, perhaps at the hands of Todd
Solondz (Happiness, Storytelling),
or Paul Thomas Anderson (Boogie
Nights, Magnolia). Which is why
“Bad Santa” hits about the right
note for me. It’s bitter enough for
the grown-ups who still snicker at
Jackass-style crudeness, but it’s not
quite the totally hopeless world of
Solodtz (his motif: the world is s—
, people are s— and there’s s— that
we can do about it). And it’s not the
emotionally exploitive raking over
the coals of pre- “Punch Drunk
Love” Anderson (his motif: sad
people getting sadder and sadder
and sadder, and you’re locked in
the theatre.) It’s a comfortable if
compromised (apparently Zwigoff
fought over the ending) medium
between the two, not short on
degenerate humor, however not
completely heartless.

Once more
For those who haven’t seen it,
and those who, like myself, are
prone to impulse movie going at
the $1.50 rate,“Once Upon a
Time in Mexico” is playing at the
Cross Roads Theater. For “Kill
Bill” fans, Rodriguez’s counterpart
is a must-watch. Connecting epic
western filmmaking with postmodern, no-holds-barred ultraviolence, Rodriguez crafts a work
of digital anarchy. Much more than
the end of a trilogy, it’s the culmination of his previous work and a
direct threat to 35mm film.

DEBBIE VANSTORY/ABACA PRESS

Billy Bob Thornton attends the “Bad Santa” Los Angeles premiere
at Bruin Theater in Westwood, Cali., Nov. 18.

Kaleidoscope, International film series persevere
Ryan Buckmiller
STAFF WRITER

The recent budget cuts have
affected numerous areas of the
campus community. Two programs
which were affected by the curtailed funding were in the fine arts
and
humanities
field. The
Kaleidoscope
Literary
Art
Magazine and the International
Film Series, both having operated
on campus for many years, have
been affected by these changes.
“Kaleidoscope is SCSU’s multicultural literary arts magazine,”
said senior Elizabeth Kellett. “We
take submissions from SCSU students, faculty and staff that have a
multicultural/diversity theme. We
accept poetry, short stories, photog-

raphy and essays. Kaleidoscope
was started by Judy Kilborn in
1990.”
The magazine, while traditionally published in a paper format, was
discontinued, however, the staff
that works on the magazine has
found a new way to adapt and still
continue the magazine. Although
these changes may have some detrimental effects, those who work on
the Kaleidoscope are optimistic.
“We are publishing it online and
will distribute it in CD format.
These CDs will be distributed
throughout campus and (be) available at the Write Place,” Kellett
said. “Thus, Kaleidoscope will still
be published, just in a different
medium. I and the rest of the
Kaleidoscope staff, recognize that
this change may have som disad-

vantages.”
The International Film Series,
which shows over a half dozen
films a year to its World Cinema
class, has been playing various
acclaimed foreign films for eight
years now on a weekly basis in
Atwood. Oftentimes, the 180 seat
theatre is filled not only with the 40
students in the World Cinema class,
but also dozens of other students,
faculty and community members.
“It has been very successful,”
said Professor Phillip Costaglioli,
from the Department of Film
Studies. “The class has 40 students.
The minimum attendance is 130150 in each session. We hopefully
found a new way of funding. The
Central Minnesota Arts Board has
offered support. Now we can accept
donations. The student community,

the faculty community and the St.
Cloud community are all welcome
to contribute donations at the event.
We offer the highest quality films
by very important directors. These
are films you cannot see in St.
Cloud. More than two of these films
you cannot even see in the state.”
Despite financial shortfalls, both
the International Film Series and
the Kaleidoscope Literary Art
Magazine have persevered. They
have been forced to adapt to the
changes but, presently, are still
planned to continue. Those who are
involved in these programs have
also expressed their importance in
the SCSU community.
“This change will also bring
about many new opportunities for
Kaleidoscope,” Kellett said. “We
are hoping to eventually expand the

types of submissions accepted to
include other forms of artwork,
such as music. Publishing
Kaleidoscope electronically will
enable us to do this.”
“The intellectual stimulation
and reflection are in these events
and project a good image of what
education should be about and for
what art should be about,”
Costaglioli said. “This advances
understanding and ethics and entertainment of such an important contemporary art form.”
“These give the community a
better understanding of art,” said
sophomore Kong Moua. “That
there are a lot of different forms of
art even within the United States.”
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2 BR APTS ON CLIPPER LINE
$490 Heat/Parking Incl. 251-1925

FREE RENT FOR OCTOBER
with 7 mo. lease. Great 5th Ave. location. Free parking & laundry.
$199/mo. All utilities included. Call
Dennis (303) 570-1243
3+4 BDRM APTS WITH NEW
dishwashers. Heat +70 channels
cable paid by complex. Please call
259-9673

FEMALE SUBLET IN 4 BEDROOM
apt. heat paid, a/c, dishwasher,
Great location. Excel Prop. 251-6005
$25 TO MOVE IN!
Private rooms, 1 brms, 2 brms. Near
Hockey Center. Rent starting at $210
www.nomgmt.com/75 654-8300

CLASSIFIEDS
ONE ROOM EFFICIENCY. UTIL.
included. Clean, quiet. 259-9434
NOW RENTING 1-7 BR HOMES
for June 1, 2004. All newly remodeled. McMullen Properties 761-1514
FEMALES TO SUBLET IN TWO
and 4 br apts. Heat paid, a/c, d/w,
laundry, parking. Great locations.
Excel Prop. 251-6005
SUBLEASE/SINGLE ROOMS
in houses and apts. Great campus
locations. Rent neg. Avail. now 12/1
and 1/1. Dan 251-1925
FREE ONE MONTH RENT! 3+4
bdrm apts with new dishwashers,
heat, +70 channels cable paid by
complex. Please call 259-9673
Ivy Apts 1510 8th Ave. S.
WANTED: ONE MORE PERSON
to share 3 bedroom apt. 259-9434

ONE, TWO, THREE & FOUR
Bedrooms, Near SCSU, Heat paid,
Good parking. Call 251-8284

HOUSE FOR RENT 4 BDRM
Newly remodeled. Please call
259-9673

“04-05” SCHOOL YEAR
Houses 6/1/04 12 Month Leases. 6,
7, 8, & 9 Br’s. $290-$340 per bdrm.
Heat/Parking Included. Updated
Quality Housing. Dan 251-1925

TIRED OF ROOMATES?
One bedroom apartment in house.
Lots of extras. Utilities included.
251-1732

SUBLEASER NEEDED FOR
January 1st. Deposit already paid.
Offstreet parking. Huge room W/D
Call 439-0706
RENT OR RENT TO OWN
This 3 bedroom, one bath, two car
garage home. Recently updated.
Refer qualified renters and receive
$100. Available Immediately
612-978-1666
SUBLEASER NEEDED ASAP
@”The Castle” until May 31st.
Contact Tony 414-899-7825 for
details.

2 BR’S- 1 MONTH FREE!
North Garden Apts. 2 br’s avail. Quiet
Northside, on bus route, screened
porches, utilities paid. Call Today!
INH 258-6000 or 253-4598

FRIENDS
Wonderful House + People to come
home to! 2 Blks to SCSU $335 mo.
All incl. 651-423-4880/320-202-1079

SUBLEASER NEEDED ASAP!
$275/mo. + utilities Call Missy 320266-1416

1 BR IN HOUSE AVAILABLE NOW
$250 McMullen Properties 761-1514

FREE RENT. 3 BRMS IN HOUSE
everything incl. 1 mo./free, $325/mo.
260-2949

WANTED: ONE MORE PERSON
To share three bedroom apartment
320-259-9434

EFFICIENCY AND ROOMS AVAIL.
Quiet family owned $300-$385/mo.
All util. included. N/S, N/P. avail.
Jan.1 320-241-1400

ONE ROOM EFFICIENCY
Utilities included. Clean, quiet.
320-259-9434

FEMALE SUBLEASER NEEDED
January thru May. Call 230-8309
OLYMPIC II APARTMENTS
4 br units avail, individ. leases, onsite park. avail. Heat, water, sewer,
grbg pd. Call Pillar Property 2594259
SPACIOUS NEWLY REMODELED
Homes, 4 br house avail. now, also
2, 3 & 4 br houses available Jan. 1
McMullen Properties 761-1514

APARTMENTS AVAILABLE
Near campus, clean secure building.
Also, single rooms available.
Call Cindy at 240-0679
1, 2 & 3 BEDROOM APTS.
near SCSU, heat paid, good parking
available. call 251-8284
APARTMENTS AVAILABLE
Near campus, clean secure building.
Also, single rooms available. Call
Cindy at 240-0679
BEAUTIFULLY REMODELED
1 br apt. in house. Avail Dec.1.
McMullen Properties 761-1514
4 BR HOUSE FOR RENT. VERY
nice! 6 month lease. Please call
259-9673

4 BEDROOM, 2 BATH, UTILITIES
paid. No smoking, no pets, free laundry, parking, on the bus line, $300
each. 612-616-8526
OFF-CAMPUS BY HALENBECK
Share apt., Jan 1st, free: parking,
heat, T.V., private bedroom, neat &
clean, $$ for caretaking, 320-6793852, 320-224-5603
1 & 2 BR INCL. HEAT, CHARTER
basic plus reserved parking. 1 blk. to
clipper, 9 blks. to campus. Quiet
bldg. 320-253-2155
NEED SUBLEASER! 1 BLOCK
from campus. Jan. thru May call 320492-2186
SUBLEASER WANTED IN APT.
7th ave S. Call Jessica 320-2953066
“04-05” SCHOOL YEAR
1, 2, 3 & 4 Br. APTS. 6/1/04 12 Month
leases. Heat/Parking Included
Dan 251-1925
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BIG ONE BR NEAR SA
On Hwy 10. $450 per mo. Heat paid
Mature students only! Call 761-2822
Thank you!
WANTED SPRING SEMESTER
Parking Will pay for off-campus parking that is close to campus. Leave
name & number at 420-1106(local)
ROOMATE WANTED: SHARE 2
Bdrm House North St. Cloud.
$400/mo. Available immed.
320-493-6614 Ref. Req.
MALE SUBLEASERS IN 4 BDRM
Apts., Heat paid, nice, close. Avail
1/1/2004. Excel Prop. 251-6005
SUBLEASERS: ONE OR TWO
Males in 4 Bedroom Apts. Heat Paid,
one block to campus. Avail. 1/1/2004
Excel Prop. 251-6005
APARTMENT FOR RENT: 2(TWO)
Bedroom 2 bath 2 walk-in closet balcony on busline will rent one bedroom $295.00 (218)751-5115 leave
message

4 BDRM HOUSE FOR RENT
Completely remodeled, new carpet,
appliances, 2 bathrooms close to
downtown. Avail Jan. 1 $950/month
320-493-2608
LARGE 2 BEDROOM QUIET 33RD
Ave. North location on bus line Patio
Decks. Call Willow at 252-6540 or
252-6745
LOCATION PLUS VALUE
Equals park plaza apartments three
blocks from SCSU. Underground
Parking, Concrete Construction,
Elevator, and Fitness Center. 1, 2,
and 3 bedrooms starting at $529
One month free special Call today!
253-1615

HEALTH &WELLNESS

L

HJORTCHIROPRACTIC.COM
251-3450
LET US HOOK U UP!
Come get free brochures, posters
and health Web sites @ SCSU
Health Promotions. Call 308-4850!

EMPLOYMENT
SEEKING P.T. NON-SMOKING
Nanny in Christian home. Sartell
253-1457
ST.CLOUD AREA SCHOOL
District 742 is accepting applications
for school bus drivers. Morning and
afternoon route positions are available, with additional hours driving
activity trips. Shuttle service to and
from SCSU is available for classes
between 9:00 am and 2:00 pm.
Training is provided. $10.80 per hour
to start. Apply at 628 Roosevelt Rd.
St. cloud or call 320-253-9370

TRAVEL
ACT NOW!
Book 11 people, get 12th trip free.
Group discounts for 6+. www.springbreakdiscounts.com or
800-838-8202

SPRING BREAK ‘04
with StudentCity.com and Maxim
Magazine. Get hooked up with free
trips, cash and VIP status as a campus rep! Choose from 15 of the
hottest destinations. Book early for
FREE MEALS, FREE DRINKS and
150% lowest price guarantee! To
reserve online or view our photo
gallery, visit www.studentcity.com or
Call 1-888-SPRINGBREAK!
SPRING BREAK- SIGN UP WITH
Student Express and get free rountrip airline tickets to over 15 inernational destinations- including Aruba,
Dominican Republec, Costa Rica,
Caribbean hot spots and more. Why
go whith anyone else. Limited offercall now. Commission rep positions
also available. 800-787-3787
www.studentexpress.com
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No matter where you bought them, we’ll buy them back.*

*Current market value applies.

Get used books early at
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SCSU HOCKEY: The Winning Ticket

SCSU VS. UND
Kick-off the New Year with a date at the
NHC...but make sure you get your free
student ticket in ADVANCE!

Hey, SCSU Students!

St. Cloud State University
College hockey the way it should be...

If you plan on attending the St. Cloud State
vs. North Dakota men’s hockey games on
Jan. 2-3, 2004 at the National Hockey
Center, you will need to pick up your free
student ticket in advance at the National
Hockey Center Ticket Office.
To pick-up your ticket for the SCSUUND series, please bring a validated SCSU
student I.D. card to the National Hockey
Center Ticket Office beginning at 9 a.m. on
Friday, Dec. 5. Students tickets will be
available through Friday, Dec. 19.
REMEMBER, you must pick up your ticket
in advance for the SCSU-UND series. You
will need both your validated student I.D.
card and the advance ticket to gain
entrance to the UND games. For more
information, call 308-2137.

SEE YOU AT THE NHC!

